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ACADEMIC AND SOCIAL INTEREST OF THE COURSE 
 

A course introducing students to computer-assisted music recording and the multiple 
creative opportunities in this field. We will explore existing ICT tools for recording, editing 
and experimenting with sounds, such as Logic Audio or Ableton Live. The democratisation 
of technology currently allows anyone working from a home studio and a computer to access 
all the tools needed for creating and producing musical works, ads and sounds. DAWs 
(digital audio workstations) provide music creation tools and devices that, in the past, were 
usually too expensive for ordinary citizens. Nowadays, many fantastic albums with a big 
impact on the musical scene are composed from a home studio, with a computer and little 
more. 

Previous experience in the field is not required. Students must have a laptop and be highly 
curious and willing to create a musical piece. We will begin with the easiest, most basic 
concepts before moving on to more complex ones and creating arrangements for our 
work, as we use the program's tools for editing the project. 

This is a journey through the various ICT tools currently available in sound design, using 
imagination and creativity as our colour palette – experimenting and enjoying ourselves 
while we create rhythms, melodies and sounds. 
  

COURSE OBJECTIVES 
 

– Introducing students to how computer-assisted music recording works. 

– Starting a musical project, which we will develop and enhance with the program's 
features. 

– Learning the basic principles of multitrack recording and the use of the devices offered 
by the program. 
 

CONTENT STRUCTURE 
 

Introduction to audio software solutions. 
Introduction to sound cards and audio interfaces. 
Structure of a song.  
Enhancing our song.  
Recording external instruments.  
Adjusting our recording levels. 
How to record our instruments. Introduction to virtual instruments.    

Audio editing features. Introduction to musical arrangements. 
Elementary and basic music theory for dummies 
 
 
 
 
 



ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS AND OTHER SELECTION CRITERIA 
 

Introductory course where students will get a taste of the possibilities offered by music 
creation software. No previous experience required, although basic knowledge of IT or 
music theory is advisable. 
  

ASSESSMENT 
 

Each student will develop a project throughout the course. Their capacity to apply what 
they have learned will be assessed at the end, based on their musical composition. 


